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Jake and Nadine’s ‘garden
bunkie’ was conceived as a
backyard room separated
from their Brisbane house by a
subtropical garden.
When Nadine and Jake moved into their
two-and-a-half-bedroom Queenslander
in Lutwyche, Brisbane, they loved the
way the living spaces and deck flowed
effortlessly into the subtropical back
garden. However, they soon realised they
needed more space to accommodate
family and friends visiting from interstate
and Canada – Nadine’s homeland. After
ruling out lifting and building under the
house, which would have disrupted the
connection to the garden and created
dark, semi-subterranean rooms, they
looked to Canadian ‘bunkie’ cabins for
inspiration.
The couple considered shipping a
prefabricated bunkie over to Australia
but access to the rear of their site was
limited: “We had a character house with
a really established garden, and given the
topography of the site it was impractical
to lift a building over the house while
preserving the trees,” says Jake.

They decided to enlist the help of
architect Paul Worroll of Reddog Architects
– who Jake had worked with previously
– and began bouncing ideas around. A
standalone studio had merit but Paul
was keen to design something more
site-appropriate than an imported cabin:
something suited to Brisbane’s climate
and using local materials.
The brief was for a new build which
could easily adapt to a multitude of
functions: guest accommodation, yoga
studio, a work space and a place to
entertain. “We wanted something that
would complement the house and didn’t
take up a huge space in our already
smallish garden,” Jake says.
The challenge of site access led to the
ingenious use of Mega Anchors – piledriven slender steel piers – to support
the lightweight floor of the building.
Suggested by the builder, the anchors
eliminated the need for excavators or
concrete for the footings and protected
the treasured garden. “The structure is
fantastic the way Paul and the builder
designed it. The piers allowed me to
grow garden underneath so the building
organically floats in a gardenscape,”
reflects Jake.
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"We wanted to add a bedroom and a bathroom to our place, but were also keen for
the space to have flexibility so it could be used as a fitness space or a home office,"
says homeowner Jake of the studio he and his partner Nadine built in their Brisbane
backyard. Large sliding hardwood screens moderate shade, privacy and breezes.
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At a glance
	27m2 flexible-use
backyard studio
with kitchenette and
bathroom
	Designed for natural
light, ventilation and
connection to garden
	Pile footing system to
minimise disruption to
existing garden

qw
Inside, the multi-functional space is lined with plywood and features a foldaway bed and a generous
daybed with built-in storage. The daybed provides extra sleeping space, and also functions as a window
seat: "You can sit facing either in or – when the sliding screen is open – out to the garden," says architect
Paul Worroll.

The majority of the bunkie’s 27
square metres comprises a main room
that switches effortlessly from yoga or
office space to guest wing, with a discreet
foldaway bed and generous storage
built into the limewashed hoop pine
ply-lined walls. A kitchenette is tucked
beside the doorway to the light-filled
bathroom. External walls and shutters
are clad in hardwood battens sourced
from the builder’s stockpile of offcuts.
The building is wrapped on the west and
south by a second wall that hovers above
the ground, extending the internal spaces
into a secluded vegetated margin and
providing privacy despite the proximity
to neighbours. “You can be in the bunkie
and have it fully opened and still fully
private,” says Paul. “Having a room that
is so exposed to the garden on three
sides, totally enveloped in green, makes
it a wondrous place,” agrees Jake. To the
north and east a simple deck extends the
bunkie’s living space; its edge provides a

sitting ledge to the firepit terrace below.
Conceived as a room in a garden,
the building nestles neatly into the lush
vegetation. “The great thing is we got
to keep the home that we loved and the
garden we loved. We got to have the best of
both worlds,” says Jake.
It was important the bunkie and the
living spaces of the main home had a
strong visual connection, which can also
be moderated by sliding timber screens.
During the Covid pandemic, Jake recalls, “I
could be present with the family but at the
same time I was removed and could work
effectively. And in the evening, my wife
and I would put the children to bed and
sneak up to the bunkie, put music on, light
the fire and have a gin and tonic – it felt
like we were on holiday.”
The building has performed
effortlessly without air conditioning,
making use of the cooling vegetation
around and under the building, and
cross ventilation through the openings.
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These and the diffuse light from the west
through the garden edge maximise natural
daylighting.
With the arrival of their second child,
Nadine and Jake realised they really did
need a larger home. “When we decided to
sell it was the saddest I’ve been in a very
long time. As a homeowner, to conceive of
an addition like the bunkie and go through
the excitement and challenge of planning
it with an architect and watch a builder
bring it to life in front of your eyes, you
get highly invested in the outcome,” says
Jake. It was clear that buyers could see
how much the bunkie added to the home’s
flexibility of living and the property sold
quickly, more than paying for the cost of
the build in terms of increased property
value. Jake reflects, “It’s the first solution
we’d look at if we found ourselves short on
room in any future property that we were
in. We’ve been thrilled with it.” S

q
"The timber screens were a way of creating a veil around
the building," says Paul. "When it's closed up it's private,
hidden in the landscape, but when it's open it offers the
joy of looking into a jewellery box."
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Entry
Foldaway bed
Living
Kitchenette
Bathroom
Daybed
Study nook
Deck
Fire pit

HOUSE SPECIFICATIONS

WATER SAVING
Water efficient tapware (WELS 5 star)

Recycled hardwood cladding and screens
Spotted gum flooring and decking
Austral Plywoods 12.5mm Ariaply interior

DESIGNER
Reddog Architects

PASSIVE DESIGN, HEATING & COOLING
Building opens to the north and north-east
corner for winter sun; shading is provided by
a large Heka Hood to north and east facades
Designed for great cross ventilation and
natural lighting
Sliding screens allow privacy and sun access
to be moderated
A wrapping western wall hovers above the
ground, preventing unwanted sightlines
and sun penetration while allowing a sense
of spaciousness and the perception of the
garden merging with the interior

lining and joinery (PEFC-certified)
Bulk insulation to ceiling (R2.5), blanket to
roof (R1.8), wool batts to external walls (R2.5)
Hardwood external battens and trims
Local sandstone retaining walls and steps

BUILDER
Charles Warren
Constructions

WINDOWS & GLAZING
G.James aluminium-framed sliding doors and
windows
LIGHTING
Skydome Skylights Systems 550mm circular
skylight to bathroom

ACTIVE HEATING & COOLING
Big Ass Fans Haiku H Series DC ceiling fan

PAINTS, FINISHES & FLOOR COVERINGS
Dulux low-VOC interior paints

BUILDING MATERIALS
Timber frame construction using hardwood
Mega Anchor pile-driven foundation system
Lysaght Custom Orb roof

OTHER ESD FEATURES
Designed for multi-functionality: a quiet
retreat, a work-from-home space or guest
accommodation

PROJECT TYPE
New build
LOCATION
Lutwyche, QLD
(Turrball & Jagera Country)
COST
$150,000
SIZE
Studio 27m2
Decks 25m2
Land 405m2
ENERGY RATING
6 Stars
ENERGY ASSESSOR
BSP

INSIGHTS
“On this project there was
a nice collaborative effort
with the builder about
how to make it more costeffective and sustainable.
For example we used
the builder’s stockpile
of timber from other
projects for the screening
and flooring."
Paul Worroll, architect
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"From the house, we walked off the rear deck to the lawn, then through the established
subtropical garden to the bunkie," says Jake. "The sandstone stairs was a favourite spot of ours –
we liked to sit out there and have a cup of coffee, looking back at the house."
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